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Bhog Message through Dadi Gulzar at the National Co-ordinator's Meeting 
 
Today, carrying the love and remembrance of all of you, I went to Baba.  As soon as I reached there, I saw 
that Baba had already gathered all of you in the form of a gathering of angels.  All of you were sitting in a 
very beautiful courtyard of light, and a crown of light was sparkling on the head of each one of you. 
 
I said, ‘Baba, I came carrying their love and remembrances, but you have already called them all here!"  
Baba said, "They have come to the Court of Delhi, so Delhi is the place of victory.  This is the court of Delhi 
and so Baba has also created a court here.  Now, just see: I will show all of you a scene."  What did I see?  
That today, everything was happening through Baba's drishti.  There were no switches etc., but it was as 
though Baba's drishti was a switch.  Baba gave me drishti, and what did I see?  There was a viman of light 
carrying Dadiji, a few brothers and sisters of Madhuban, and Dadi Jankiji was also with Dadiji.  I said: 
Baba, Dadi Janki is sitting here.  Baba said: No, Dadi Janki told Dadiji to also come here and so Dadiji 
accepted her invitation, but because of her health, she didn't have that much courage and so Baba called 
her here in the viman of light.  It was the desire of all of you too for Dadiji to come, and this is why Baba 
has made her emerge here.  The viman was very beautiful, and it slowly landed in the middle of the circle 
we were standing in.  Everyone enjoyed this a lot.   
 
Then Baba said: Look, all of you are my hero children who are lost in love with the Zero.  Abroad, you have 
to work very hard, and this is why Baba has called you to the subtle region to take you on a tour.  Baba 
said: There are many children here who do double work.  Together with their lokik job, they also do alokik 
service.  Some even live at the centers, but they remain very busy there and so Baba has called you here to 
the subtle region for rest. 
 
Then Baba took Dadiji and Dadi Janki in His arms and said: Come, I will take you on a tour."  All of us 
continued to follow them, and then was saw a very beautiful mountain of light.  There was light everywhere 
around it.  Baba told all of us to go on top of that mountain. Today, Baba's drishti was working like a 
button.  What happened when Baba gave everyone drishti?  At first all of us were in the form of angels, and 
immediately, we took on the form of souls, and all souls began to fly up above.  As they flew to the top of the 
mountain, they then formed a globe up there.  That globe looked very beautiful.  Then Baba said: Now, 
together with this excursion, you also have to serve.  Then, immediately, Baba made everyone emerge in his 
or her angelic form.  Down below was the globe of the world.  However, there weren't bodily beings there, 
but souls, and the colour of those souls was almost like ash-grey.  Souls of such a colour were on the globe.  
Some were of an almost dark blue colour, and some were visible in the form of dull light that comes from 
behind the clouds.  Then Baba said: Now give those souls sakaash.  The globe down below was spinning 
and the globe up above, that we were on was also spinning.  And we angels were standing there in the form 
of a crowd.  Light was emerging from both the eyes and the forehead of each one and this light was falling 
on all souls down below.  Baba showed this scene and said: OK children, you have now down your service, 
in the same way, always continue to emerge these souls and give them sakaash because those souls are very 
unhappy.  They are crying out in distress.  They are looking for support from someone: Someone, give us 
support.  When a very hungry person who has nothing receives even a little something, he becomes very 
happy.  This is the condition of human beings today.  Therefore, whenever you have free time when you 
don't have anything to do, then every now and again, then give those souls sakaash as many times as you 
can.  Don't just give it at amrit vela, but whilst walking and moving around, by serving through your mind, 
continue to give those souls sakaash because they are very unhappy.  Baba has to enable them to attain even 
a drop and send them to the land of liberation.  Just as Baba is the Bestower of Liberation, in the same way, 
you children are the master bestowers of liberation.  When those souls receive a drop, then with that power 
they will go to the supreme abode.  Therefore, oh children, the bestowers of liberation, give them sakaash 
every now and again and liberate them from sorrow and peacelessness.  With the sakaash from you they 



 

will also go to the supreme abode and rest there.  They will attain liberation.  Baba was speaking in this 
way with a lot of love.  The Dadis were also with me.  Dadiji was experiencing great happiness. 
 
Then Baba said: Achcha, you have done service, now let us go on a tour again.  So Baba took us to a place 
where there was a garden and a spring.  Baba said: All of you stand under this spring.  It was a spring of 
light.  The water from the spring was white light, green light, red light and also golden light.  When 
everyone stood under the spring, a semi-circle was formed and that looked very beautiful amidst the 
colourful light.  So now, this gathering has to become an instrument for world service.  And you two, 
together with all of them, give your hand to Baba, become world benefactors and benefit the world. 
 
Then Baba told both Dadis: Give all of them such drishti that a sanskars-milan (harmonizing of sanskars) 
takes place today.  So both Dadis looked at each other and began to smile.  Baba said: The harmonizing of 
sanskars has to take place, has it not?  Then Baba said: OK, today I will show you a new dance.   So Baba 
brought everyone into the garden and just as a circle of gopis has been shown with Krishna, in the same 
way, all of them took one another's hand and stood opposite one another, as when shaking hands.  Then 
Baba said: Now give drishti to each other.  It felt as though Baba was telling everyone: 1. Let there be good 
wishes and pure feelings in your attitude.  2. Give drishti to one another through your soul conscious form.  
3. Have the thought that each one of you is an elevated soul.  Look at one another's specialities.  A beautiful 
sneh-milan (gathering of love) was taking place, and it felt as though these three things were visible through 
each one's attitude and their eyes in an emerged way.  Baba told everyone: I have shown all of you a unique 
dance today.  Always seeing one another in this way, holding hands in this way, be loving and co-operative 
with one another and always keep these three things in your awareness, and the sneh-milan and sanskars-
milan will easily take place.  Baba showed this scene in this way.  It felt as though the atmosphere had 
become one of harmony of sanskars. 
 
Lastly, Baba said: Look, My children have come from so many different places and you have all come to the 
place that is a gift.  So I definitely have to give all of you a gift.  Then Baba said to Dadiji: You give all of 
them a gift yourself.  It was a very beautiful gift.  It was a beautiful lotus flower of light and its 8 powers 
were represented by 8 lights.  That lotus flower and the lights were sparkling beautifully.  Dadi Janki was 
handing this gift to Dadiji and Dadiji was herself giving it to everyone.  Dadiji was merged in love so 
deeply, she just continued to look at Baba and then at everyone.  Just as someone is totally lost in love, in 
the same way, Dadiji was lost in love and giving everyone a gift.  Then Baba passed His hand of blessings 
on each one as though His hand of blessing was on them.  Then Baba said: OK children, now go and make 
plans and put them into practical form.  Saying this, Baba gave love and remembrance to everyone and I 
came back to the corporeal world. 
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